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This volume of the YEARBOOK OF THE UNITED NATIONS continues the tradition of providing the most comprehensive coverage of the activities of the United Nations. It is an indispensable reference tool for the research community, diplomats, government officials and the general public seeking readily available information on the UN system and its related organizations.

Efforts by the Department of Public Information to achieve a more timely publication have resulted in having to rely on provisional documentation and other materials to prepare the relevant articles. Largely, Economic and Social Council resolutions and some other texts in the present volume are provisional.

Structure and scope of articles

The Yearbook is subject-oriented and divided into six parts covering political and security questions; human rights issues; economic and social questions; legal questions; institutional, administrative and budgetary questions; and intergovernmental organizations related to the United Nations. Chapters and topical headings present summaries of pertinent UN activities, including those of intergovernmental and expert bodies, major reports, Secretariat activities and, in selected cases, the views of States in written communications.

Activities of United Nations bodies. All resolutions, decisions and other major activities of the principal organs and, on a selective basis, those of subsidiary bodies are either reproduced or summarized in the appropriate chapter. The texts of all resolutions and decisions of substantive nature adopted in 2004 by the General Assembly, the Security Council and the Economic and Social Council are reproduced or summarized under the relevant topic. These texts are preceded by procedural details giving date of adoption, meeting number and vote totals (in favour–against–abstaining) if any; and an indication of their approval by a sessional or subsidiary body prior to final adoption. The texts are followed by details of any recorded or roll-call vote on the resolution/decision as a whole.

Major reports. Most reports of the Secretary-General, in 2004, along with selected reports from other UN sources, such as seminars and working groups, are summarized briefly.

Secretariat activities. The operational activities of the United Nations for development and humanitarian assistance are described under the relevant topics. For major activities financed outside the UN regular budget, selected information is given on contributions and expenditures.

Views of States. Written communications sent to the United Nations by Member States and circulated as documents of the principal organs have been summarized in selected cases, under the relevant topics. Substantive actions by the Security Council have been analysed and brief reviews of the Council’s deliberations given, particularly in cases where an issue was taken up but no resolution was adopted.

Related organizations. The Yearbook also briefly describes the 2004 activities of the specialized agencies and other related organizations of the UN system.

Multilateral treaties. Information on signatories and parties to multilateral treaties and conventions is taken from Multilateral Treaties Deposited with the Secretary-General: Status as at 31 December 2004 (ST/LEG/SER.E/24 (vols. I & II)), Sales No. E.05.V.3.

Terminology

Formal titles of bodies, organizational units, conventions, declarations and officials are given in full on first mention in an article or sequence of articles. They are also used in resolution/decision texts, and in the SUBJECT INDEX under the key word of the title. Short titles may be used in subsequent references.

How to find information in the Yearbook

The user may locate information on the United Nations activities contained in this volume by the use of the Table of Contents, the Subject Index, the Index of Resolutions and Decisions and the Index of Security Council presidential statements. The volume also has five appendices: Appendix I comprises a roster of Member States; Appendix II reproduces the Charter of the United Nations, including the Statute of the International Court of Justice; Appendix III gives the structure of the principal organs of the United Nations; Appendix IV provides the agenda for each session of the principal organs in 2004; and Appendix V gives the addresses of the United Nations information centres and services worldwide.

For more information on the United Nations and its activities, visit our Internet site at:

www.un.org
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EXPLANATORY NOTE ON DOCUMENTS

References in square brackets in each chapter of Parts One to Five of this volume give the symbols of the main documents issued in 2004 on the topic. The following is a guide to the principal document symbols:

A/- refers to documents of the General Assembly, numbered in separate series by session. Thus, A/59/- refers to documents issued for consideration at the fifty-ninth session, beginning with A/59/1. Documents of special and emergency special sessions are identified as A/S- and A/ES-, followed by the session number.

A/C.- refers to documents of the Assembly’s Main Committees, e.g. A/C.1/-, is a document of the First Committee. A/BUR/- refers to documents of the General Committee. A/CN.- documents are those of the Assembly’s ad hoc bodies and A/CN.-, of its commissions; e.g. A/AC.105/- identifies documents of the Assembly’s Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, A/CN.4/-, of its International Law Commission. Assembly resolutions and decisions since the thirty-first (1976) session have been identified by two arabic numerals; the first indicates the session of adoption; the second, the sequential number in the series. Resolutions are numbered consecutively from 1 at each session. Decisions since the fifty-seventh session are numbered consecutively, from 401 for those concerned with elections and appointments, and from 501 for all other decisions. Decisions of special and emergency special sessions are numbered consecutively, from 11 for those concerned with elections and appointments, and from 21 for all other decisions.

E/- refers to documents of the Economic and Social Council, numbered in separate series by year. Thus, E/2004/- refers to documents issued for consideration by the Council at its 2004 sessions, beginning with E/2004/1. E/AC.-, E/C.- and E/CN.-, followed by identifying numbers, refer to documents of the Council’s subsidiary ad hoc bodies, committees and commissions. For example, E/CN.5/- refers to documents of the Council’s Commission for Social Development. E/C.2/-, to documents of its Committee on Non-Governmental Organizations. E/Icef/- documents are those of the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF). Symbols for the Council’s resolutions and decisions, since 1978, consist of two arabic numerals: the first indicates the year of adoption and the second, the sequential number in the series. There are two series: one for resolutions, beginning with 1 (resolution 2004/1); and one for decisions, beginning with 201 (decision 2004/201).

S/- refers to documents of the Security Council. Its resolutions are identified by consecutive numbers followed by the year of adoption in parentheses, beginning with resolution 1(1946).

ST/-, followed by symbols representing the issuing department or office, refers to documents of the United Nations Secretariat.

Documents of certain bodies bear special symbols, including the following:

CD/- Conference on Disarmament
CERD/- Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination
DC/- Disarmament Commission
DP/- United Nations Development Programme
HS/- Commission on Human Settlements
ITC/- International Trade Centre
TD/- United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
UNEP/- United Nations Environment Programme

Many documents of the regional commissions bear special symbols, which are sometimes preceded by the following:

E/ECA/- Economic Commission for Africa
E/ECE/- Economic Commission for Europe
E/ECLAC/- Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean
E/ESCAP/- Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
E/ESCWA/- Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia

“L” in a symbol refers to documents of limited distribution, such as draft resolutions; “CONF,” to documents of a conference; “INF.” to those of general information. Summary records are designated by “SR.,” verbatim records by “PV,” each followed by the meeting number.

United Nations sales publications each carry a sales number with the following components separated by periods: a capital letter indicating the language(s) of the publication; two arabic numerals indicating the year; a Roman numeral indicating the subject category; a capital letter indicating a subdivision of the category, if any; and an arabic numeral indicating the number of the publication within the category. Examples: E.04.IIA.2; E/FA/R.O4.II.E.7; E.04.X.I.

Documents cited in the text in square brackets may be obtained through the UN Official Document System by logging on to: http://documents.un.org.